Medical Imaging PQ
(continued (rom page 41)

consume several times the power of
the imaging systems. This increases
the cost of electricity to operate the
system by several times. ln the
process, the conditioners also add
heat to the environment, possibly
requiring additional air conditioning.
Despite these problems, the use
of power conditioning equipment
might still be warranted in situations
where chronic power problems outweigh the large cost of such solutions. However, there are some
technical complications to applying
power conditioning to medical
imaging systems. Most power conditioners are designed primarily for
data processing computer type
loads. The pulsing, complex loading
characteristic of most medical
imaging systems is very different
from the continuous power requirements of data processing systems.
Some power conditioners simply
cannot supply this type of load and
switch to Bypass to avoid output
voltage collapse. The most common
solution to this is to increase the
power conditioner size to 125-200%
of the imaging system's maximum
instantaneous load, reducing the
effective step loading on the power
conditioner.
Even with such over-sizing, these
devices often alter the source
impedance seen by the imaging
system, resulting in reduced image

quality. Many imaging systems,
especially older designs, rely on a
fIxed , low value of source impedance
to operate properly. Power conditioners typically add impedance to
the source, or make the impedance
nonlinear due to their regulation
characteristics. Therefore, the power
quality from the conditioner may fall
within accepted standards (the
CBEMA curve, for example) but may
not permit acceptable quality image
acquisition.

A good first step
toward providing
quality power to a
medical imaging
power part is a
clamping transient
voltage surge
suppressor (TVSS).
Distributed Conditioning
The problems inherent in
applying power conditioning
systems to medical imaging
equipment may seem excessive.
However, they can be overcome if
you understand the power quality
requirements and load profile of the
components on the imaging system,
and the behavior of power conditioning equipment. This understanding can be used to design a
distributed power conditioning
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system for the medical imaging
system. With this approach, several
types of power conditioning devi ces
can be used in tandem to protect the
imaging system. Surprising1y, such
an approach can often be implemented at substantially 1ess cost
than a b1ack box solution.
The "power consumer" in an
imaging system is typically a large
power converter, converting AC to
DC via a large rectifier circuit o As
such, these systems often incorporate some vo1tage regu1ation and
filtering. Continuous power is not
criticaI here, as the system can ridethrough some loss of power, and is
quickly reset if power is lost for an
extended period. Function may be
lost, but no criticaI data is lost , and
function is returned quickly. The
goaIs of power conditioning for this
type of system are to prevent component damage, minimize system
disruption , and insert as little
impedance to the source as possible.
(Recall that the power part uses
much energy, but does so in a
pulsing or step-load manner.)
A good first step toward providing
quality power to a medical imaging
power part is a clamping transient
volt age surge suppressor (TVSS).
This device is comparatively inexpensive, yet provides significant
protection from damage due to
transient overvoltages (spikes,
impulses, etc.). This device protects
the power part, so it does not need
an extremely 10w clamp vo1tage,
because most power semiconductors
(SCRs, diodes, etc.) have reasonable
overvoltage capacity.
Another good choice for these
systems is a shielded isolation
transformer. This ensures proper
grounding, provides excellent
protection from common-mode
(neutral-ground) voltages, and via
taps can correct static input voltage
problems (high or low voltage) .
Again, the cost of such a device is
low compared to a full power
conditioner. When selecting a
transformer for the power part of an
imaging system, careful attention
should be paid to impedance. A low
impedance transformer prevents
excessive voltage drop for maximum
power usage during image acquisition. A1though 5-8 % impedance is

typical for many standard transformers, 3-5 %, or lower, is required
for most medical imaging systems.
If impedance is low enough , the
transformer kVA rating can be
reduced, because the low duty cycle
of image acquisition requires very
low long term power.
Two other items that can be
successfully used are filters and
volt age regulators. Filters should be
carefully sized for the maximum
instantaneous pawer required,
because an undersized filter may
saturate and cause excessive voltage
drop (especially Balun type filters
used to reduce common mode
voltages).
Voltage regulators, if required by
site conditions, should be selected
carefully. Often, faster regulation is
seen as better, but care should be
taken to ensure that the regulation
time of the conditioner does not
interact with the regulation inherent
in the imaging system . Often, the
best type of regulation is the older
technology electromechanical device, with its slow response, lack of
electronic components, and very low
impedance. Thp switching regulators
are also useful, but care should be
taken because their fast regulation
may affect the imaging equipment
acquisition system. AIso, their tapswitching, current dependent mode
can be disrupted by the light-load
to full-load profile demanded by the
X-Ray system.
Another component of the
imaging system is the control
section, as mentioned previously.

The control can benefit from the
power conclitioning already provided
for the power part; namely isolation,
impulse suppression, filtering, and
regulation. However, because the
control is often much more sensitive
than the power part, and often
contains criticaI patient data or
images, it may reQuire more
extensive protection.
The control part of an imaging
system, which presents a typical
eIectronic load to the source, can
easily benefit from standard power
conditioners and UPS systems.
Because the control uses much less
power than the power part , the cost
and size af such a system is greatly

Voltage regulators, if
required by site
conditions, should be
selected carefully.
reduced. PIus, the conditioner can
isolate any voltage disturbances
from the control that occur due to
normal operation or faults of the
power parto
Providing quality power for
medical imaging systems is possible,
but reQuires a cooperative approach
from all parties involved in the issue.
By involving all power QuaIity
influencers, we can implement
power conditianing solutions that
protect the load, are cost-effective,
and Iess likely to experience
problems due to misapplication or

interaction with the medical imaging
systems.
Medical imaging manufacturers
should provide detailed load profiles
for their equipment, including
maximum current, duty cycle, and
any requirements peculiar to their
equipment (No voltage regulation
during aCQui::iÍtion, for example).
During the design cycle, provisions
should be made to separate criticaI
Ioads from power loads, so that
power conditioning can be efficiently
used. There should be no need to
protect an entire system with a UPS
if the goal is to prevent data 10ss on
a 500W computer buried within the
system. Finally, manufacturers
should work with power conditioning vendors to test and recommend power conditioning s01utions
so that the end user (hospital, clinic,
etc.) is not unknowingly gambling
that an untested imaging system/
power conditioning combination will
work.
Facility and specifying engineers
designing e1ectrical power for
medical imaging equipment should
follow recommendations made by
the medical imaging system manufacture r regarding power conditioning devices. Even specifications
for the straight-forward , tapswitching regulators can vary
greatly between manufacturers, to
the point that some work and others
don't with a particular system.
Un1ess the medical imaging manufacturer approves an "equivalent
source," great care must be taken.
ln addition, the engineer must make
(please tum to next page)
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the power condítioning company
aware that the application is for
medical imaging (CT, MRI, X-Ray,
etc.). He should also make the
medical imaging company aware
that the system will be powered
from a power conditioning device.
Either manufacture r may have
experience (good or bad) with a
particular combination of devices,
and can provide either assurance or

warning before a system is purchased and installed.
Specifying engineers also must be
very aware of system ímpedance,
and the effect that any device has
on it. Remember that conductors
and circuit breakers may be derated
for most medical imaging modalities
per NEC 517. However, deratíng
power conditioning devices is rarely
possible. Specify power conditioning
equipment based on the manufacturer's stated ínstantaneous current,
not the overcurrent protection
rating. Fínally, design ín some

Costs Compared
A properly designed distributed power conditioníng system for a CT
Scanner actually costs less than standard' 'black box" systems. A typical
CT Scanner draws 80kVA maximum, but the síngIe-phase control section
requires only lOkVA. Using the "bIack box" approach, a standard 112kVA
conditioner is needed. A 112kVA synthesizer-type conditioner with
suppression and filtering costs approximately $50,000 and can be
connected as shown in Figure 5. This conditioner will provide isolation,
fiItering, suppression and regulation for both the power and control
portions of the CT Scanner.
A distributed power conditioning system like the one shown in Figure 6
is priced at:
lsolation Transformer (1l2kVA)

$ 4,000

CIamping TVSS (MOV Based)

$ 3,000

Voltage Regulator (Electro-Mechanical)

$18,000

10kVA, On-line UPS system

$12,000
Total

$37,000

Less: Black Box Power Conditioner

$50,000

Net Savings

$13,000

method of bypassing the power
conditioning, and operating from the
source via a transformer only. Power
conditioning companies rarely have
the capability for immediate servicing that the medical imaging
indust.ry has come to expect from
the medical imaging companies A
bypass wiU make everyone's life
easier when a power conditioner
failure or suspected mis-application
makes a two million dollar imaging
system unusabIe. The medical
imaging service person will be on
site within an hour or so; if the
conditioner can be switched to
bypass, the site can continue to
operate even if the power
conditioner service person takes
hours or days.
Power conditioníng manufacturers
must determine if an application is
for medical imaging, and if so,
should find out as much as possible
about the power requirements from
the end user or the medical imaging
manufacturer. The power conditioning manufacturer purports to be
a power quality expert, therefore,
much of the responsibility for proper
application of their devices must lie
with this manufacture r and its
representative. ln any case where
an application is unsure or at risk,
means must be provided to bypass
power conditioners of all types. With
a bypass, the medical imaging
system can operate while all parties
involved resolve any misapplication
or reliability problems that may
O
arise.
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